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Abstract—Designs of next-generation Internet architectures propose a diverse and changing set of features in the data path of routers. These routers require high-performance programmable packet processing platforms to allow for dynamic feature deployment and adaptation. In this paper, we present programming abstractions that quantify processing and storage of network services. We further devise a runtime environment that provides the ability of adaptation to dynamically deployed network services and varying network traffic.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, additions to the data path feature set of routers (i.e., firewall, intrusion detection, network address translation, etc.) has brought the need for flexibility in design of processing nodes inside networks. New services in data path vary greatly in terms of hardware resource requirement and quality of service. And the trend of adopting more services on intermediate processing nodes inside networks is expected to continue in next generation networks.

Diversified network services in data path are a stark contrast to the current Internet architecture, which has been designed to specifically simplify the data path of routers. Such simplicity has allowed the implementation of high performance packet forwarding engines with application specific integrated circuits (ASIC). However, with diverse services, all-in-one ASIC approach is not practical due to its long design cycle and lack of flexibility to upgrade. This leads to a strong demand in router designs with programmable packet processing engines that can adapt to new functional requirements.

Typical programmable router systems use embedded multicore systems-on-a-chip (MPSoC) in the form of network processors (NP) to provide a programmable environment for high-performance packet handling. Network applications execute in parallel across processors to exploit inherent parallelism present in packets from various connections. In the mean time, for highly isolated functionalities that are not suitable to be implemented in software (e.g. encryption and decryption in IPsec), ASIC in the form of hardware accelerator is widely adopted to increase overall functionality performance.

Although NP and hardware accelerator have received great research attention and their raw performance has been increasing dramatically, there are still challenges in programmable router systems revolving around adaptability to changing traffic workloads:

- Hardware Resources Utilization: One of the main challenges in software router design is the inherent tension between raw system performance and relatively low utilization of hardware resources. With the advent of MPSoC, the utilization has become a dominant factor that affects overall system performance.
- Dynamic Adaptation to Network Traffic: Dynamic adaptation is crucial for packet processing systems. The processing workload required by network traffic cannot be known in advance since end-systems may send packets to any arbitrary destination using any protocol. Thus, a packet processing system needs to either (1) over-provision for any possible traffic scenario or (2) dynamically adapt. With an increasing diversity of services that are provided in packet processing systems, the first choice is becoming less feasible.

In order to address these challenges, we introduce a novel design of a runtime environment that dynamically obtains profiling information from software applications and distributes workload across processing resources according to hardware capacities. We also present a programming interface that facilitates the development of applications on software routers. In particular, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Runtime Environment for Programmable Packet Processing Systems: Runtime environment acts as hardware resource manager in packet processing systems. By periodically obtaining profiling information from running applications, runtime environment is capable of distributing processing workload across available computation resources. This is critical for software applications to maximize underlying hardware utilization, which in turn leads to maximum performance of software routers.
- Programming Interface for Packet Processing Applications: A programming interface presents a unique hardware abstraction on different platforms. It hides the complicated details of underlying hardware, therefore simplifies development of applications as well as increases software portability.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents related work. Section III discusses programming packet processing architectures and the software application model used for workload analysis. Section IV introduces our runtime environment as well as the programming interface.
II. RELATED WORK

Extensions to the feature set of the original Internet architecture have been proposed in the form of specific solutions (e.g., firewalls [1] or NAT systems [2]) or general concepts for extensibility. Networking paradigms that support extensibility have ranged from completely dynamic and user-programmable active networks [3] to a more controllable choice of predefined features in programmable routers [4]. Programmability of networks as service abstraction has been studied in active networks [5], [6] and on general platform [7].

On end-systems, support for extensibility is provided through configurable protocol stacks [8], [9]. In the context of next-generation Internet architectures, network services are used to provide flexible data path processing [10], [11]. To manage the complexity of new networking features, an IETF working group has attempted to define Open Pluggable Edge Services (OPES) [12].

We envision that network services can be implemented on a variety of platforms ranging from workstations routers [13] to programmable routers [14] and virtualized router platforms [15]. For next-generation networks, it is important to consider network services that range from application-layer end-system service (e.g., services in a grid computing environment [16]) to packet processing services on routers (e.g., data path services for the next-generation Internet [10]) to ensure flexibility to adapt to novel network uses that we cannot yet predict.

The use of specialized hardware in conjunction with general-purpose processors is common in the networking domain (e.g., lookups with TCAMs [17], FPGAs [18], [19]) as well as in other domains (e.g., media processing [20]). In general, hardware accelerators are desirable since they can perform functions faster, using less chip area and consuming less power than an equivalent software implementation on a general-purpose processor. On network processors, hardware support for specialized functions has been studied [21] and deployed [22]. The question of heterogeneity in processing systems has been studied in the general-purpose processor domain, where hardware designs are optimized to meet software requirements [23].

III. NETWORK SERVICES AND PACKET PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Network service is a collection of functional components that are able to receive, store, process, and transmit data streams in the network. Besides traditional network service of IP forwarding, packet processing systems are required to accommodate more services. While switching fabrics provide fundamental connectivity between input and output ports, it is the packet processing systems that perform all protocol processing operations (typically on the input port). When considering router design for next-generation networks, much of the fundamental functionality of packet I/O and the switching fabric can remain unchanged. The packet processing system, however, is most affected by changes in the network architecture since packet processing requirements change. Thus, we focus on this aspect of router design.

A. Trends in Next Generation Networks

We observe the following trends that directly impact packet processing systems. We can expect that these trends continue in the foreseeable future.

- Network services increase in diversity and number. With network connectivity being deployed to an increasing number of diverse end-systems (e.g., cell phones, sensor networks, mobile ad-hoc networks, etc.), the types of communication paradigms that need to be supported will increase.
- Network virtualization increases feature sets of routers. The diversity in network services will not lead to the design of many different router systems. Instead, a large number of features will be deployed in different slices of one (or a few different) virtualized router systems. Thus, the overall feature set that needs to be supported on a router is expected to grow.
- Embedded packet processing system will become highly parallel. Advances in semiconductor manufacturing will increase the number of parallel processor cores on an MPSoC to several dozens and even hundreds within a few years.
- Network virtualization adds to dynamics in network. Changes in network traffic cause changes in the workload of packet processing systems. These dynamics will further increase as virtualization may cause more frequent changes of the types of processing features required on a router.

These observations lead to the question of what packet processor system designs should look like. In this section, we first illustrate the modeling of network services and reveal the behavior of applications of next generation networks. Then we briefly discuss what design options about system architecture are feasible.

B. Modeling Packet Processing Services

The key question that needs to be answered is how frequently different protocol processing features are used. If there are some features that are used very frequently, then an implementation with specialized hardware is justified. (Note that the computational complexity of the feature also plays a role in this decision, but we ignore this issue for now to simplify the discussion.) To answer this question, we use measurement results from a current router system and attempt to extrapolate to next-generation networks.

We have implemented a typical router configuration with the Click modular router. In Click (as well as in other router implementations), several protocol features are used to implement a complete protocol service (e.g., IP forwarding consists of several features including address lookup, TTL and header checksum adjustment, etc.). We have extended the system...
to provide profiling information on how frequently a Click element (i.e., a protocol feature) is invoked. The data obtained through measurement are shown in Figure 1. The Figure shows two scenarios: In the first case (1 service), the router performs only IP forwarding. In the second case (2 services), the router performs forwarding and IPSec processing.

It can be observed that some protocol features are used much more frequently than others. As indicated in the figure, the frequency of use of a protocol determines if it is implemented in the fast path or in the slow path. Another observation is that more services (i.e., more diversity in the data path) lead to more features being utilized. A side effect is a drop in the peak usage frequency of the more commonly used features. These observations lead to the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis.** Protocol processing features in routers are used with frequencies that follow a Zipf distribution.

A Zipf distribution [24] is a representative of discrete power law probability distributions that are commonly encountered in networks and other domains. At this point, we only have the data shown in Figure 1 as empirical evidence that the hypothesis may be correct.

Assuming the above hypothesis’ correctness, we can extrapolate the feature distribution to future network architectures. As we have argued above, next-generation networks are characterized by a diversity of protocols and services. Thus, we expect the trend that we have observed from 1 service to 2 services in Figure 1 to continue. Using a Zipf distribution as a basis, we thus get the feature use distribution shown in Figure 2.

**C. Packet Processing System Architecture**

Flexibility is the dominant reason behind programmable packet processing systems. But in order to be applicable in practice, the performance of software routers should not be left too far away behind that of hardware routers. Besides the ever increasing I/O connection speed, there are three emerging trends that appear on software router platforms:

- **Multi-Core Processor:** Multi-core processors are adopted to execute software network applications in parallel, which in turn exploit the inherent parallelism present in packets from various connections. This trend is demonstrated by the continuously increasing number of cores that are embedded in single chip.
- **Hybrid of Distributed and Shared Memories:** Competition for shared memory bandwidth has a negative impact on multi-core system performance. Distributed memory is therefore adopted to provide separate storage for individual processing cores.
- **Hardware Accelerator:** Highly dedicated functionalities (e.g. Encryption operations) which are much less efficient in software are often implemented in the form of ASIC. The type of design is normally developed in the form of isolated IP core, therefore is separated from overall architecture and can be reused in different platforms.

These hardware components greatly increase raw performance of packet processing system. However, runtime system performance is not only determined by raw performance, but also affected by utilization of each component. We show several routers designs with differing architectures in Figure 3, and focus on the utilization problem individually.

1) **Conventional Single Core Software Router:** The architecture of a traditional software router that implements IPv4 is shown in Figure 3(a). As illustrated, packets are processed in a single core processor that executes specified IPv4 forwarding programs. Shared memory in this router system serves for both program data and packet storage. On such a system, performance will be maximized if all the bandwidths of processing, memory and network I/O match each other. Otherwise, the slowest component becomes the performance bottleneck.

2) **Homogeneous Multi-Core Router with Shared Memories:** Multi-core router with shared memories is shown in Figure 3(b). This router contains multiple levels of shared memories, which is a widely accepted implementation as it combines fast small sized memories for processing and slow large memories for packet storage. With multiple choices on both processor and memory space, utilization of underlying hardware is much more complicated than that of conventional router. On such systems, utilization problem of processing and storage hardware can be studied separately. Multi-core processor utilization could be mapped to several well defined algorithm problems. We have developed algorithm for workload distribution in our recent work [25] [26]. Memory subsystem utilization can be modeled and solved as knapsack problem.
3) **Homogeneous Multi-Core Router with Hybrid Memories**: As shared memory leads to competition among processing cores, distributed memories are introduced to meet the need for memory bandwidth in multi-core systems with more and more embedded cores. Figure 3(c) shows the high level architecture of this type of routers. Unlike shared memory, utilization of hybrid memories is closely related to distribution of processing tasks on multiply cores. Therefore it is an unsolved problem that still under research.

4) **Heterogeneous Multi-Core Router with Hybrid Memories**: Figure 3(d) shows a router with multi-core processor, hybrid memories and hardware accelerators. As mentioned above, specific functionalities such as computation intensive modules are often implemented as ASIC to achieve better performance than plain software approach. On such systems, hardware accelerator should be utilized whenever possible for certain benefits (e.g. power consumption and performance).

With resources increasing in terms of both numbers and types, the utilization of resources becomes a fundamental problem that must be addressed to make software router practical. Various services that need to be deployed on routers further deteriorate this problem since multiple instances of different applications that run in parallel make overall utilization more difficult to control. Therefore, it is necessary to have a layer of system software to manage overall resource utilization.

**IV. PROGRAMMING ABSTRACTION AND RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT**

As discussed above, dynamic adaptation is critical to packet processing systems. In this section, we first discuss the programming abstractions which serve the purpose of hiding underlying hardware details from packet processing applications. Then we introduce the runtime environment that dynamically distributes application workload and storage across available resources. Figure 4 shows the architecture of our system. As illustrated in Figure 4, the system can be divided into two parts: offline application development and runtime operation. Programming abstractions help in the offline development design. Runtime control and profiling information collection is done in the online portion of the system.

**A. Programming Abstractions**

Programming abstraction serves as the base for packet processing application development. At highest level, it provides two aspects that facilitate software development: application model and programming interface. Figure 5 illustrates an IPv4 forwarding service built with programming abstraction.

The application model defines the structure of application. In our model, applications are divided into processing steps (round nodes in Figure 5) and data set (square nodes in Figure 5). A processing step consists of a set of instructions that perform certain functionality, and is therefore called “task” in this paper. Pseudo C code for the task of “IP Lookup” in Figure 5 is shown as follows:

```c
struct IP_Lookup{
    ...
    unsigned long service_time;
    unsigned long utilization_rate;
    boolean *process_function();
    ...
}
```
boolean process_function(){
    ...  
    packet=get_packet(); //library call
    ... 
    look_up(packet);    //data set access
    ... 
    val=send_packet();  //library call
    return val;
}

Task represents the processing requirement of an application, and data set represents the storage requirement. A pseudo C code for a typical data set is shown below:

struct data_set{
    ...
    unsigned long capacity;
    unsigned long access_rate;
    unsigned char * buffer; //pointer to
    //storage
    ...
}

Tasks must be carried on processing units, and their execution contributes to workload on processing units. Data set need to be allocated to memory subsystem, and the reference to data sets consumes memory bandwidth. Communications between tasks (lines between tasks in Figure 5) represent the flow of network packets. Such communication varies from system to system (e.g., shared memory, next neighbor register), therefore is implemented in programming interface (ellipse node in Figure 5).

Programming interface provides a unique set of interface to various applications on different hardware platforms. It plays a similar role as system call in a general Linux system. We observe that three types of interfaces are necessary in packet processing programming interface:

- Memory Management: Memory should be used in a controllable way for system to monitor, profile and utilize memory resources. As software router systems are equipped with at least one form of memory, the ability to hide memory interface details from application is critical to programming interface.
- Inter-Task Communication: In general, intercommunications between tasks can be implemented in several ways. For example, shared memory on general x86 systems and next neighbor register on IXP 2400 can both be used as communication channel.
- Hardware Device Management: Except for above mentioned hardware accelerators, there are common hardware devices on packet processing systems, such as network interfaces, hardware timers, etc.

B. Runtime Profiling Management

Runtime profiling module collects profiling information about tasks and data sets at runtime. It monitors the dynamic trends in the processing workload and memory access. Profiling parameters, which are critical for function of runtime environment, are embedded in the definition of task and data set. In this paper, we define “service time” and “utilization rate” for tasks, “capacity” and “access rate” for data sets. All profiling information is updated periodically and stored in runtime profiling manager, to be used by other management components in runtime environment.

An important question is how frequently to update this information and how frequently to revise the distribution. The utilization information should be collected over a reasonably large number of packets to average out short packet bursts that are not representative of the overall workload. The interval between task mappings should depend on how much the workload changes. In related work, different mechanisms have been proposed in this context (e.g., mapping based on length of inter-processor queues [27], mapping based on fixed intervals optimized for workload [28]).

C. Task Scheduler

Task scheduler uses the dynamic profiling information as the guide to distribute tasks across processing units. For example, in a homogeneous multi-core system, the distribution process is often modeled as Bin Packing problem. Therefore the objective is to achieve balanced workloads across all processing cores. This step is critical for computation intensive application such as IPsec. We have studied task workload in [25] and implemented dynamic task distribution with Click model in [26].

D. Memory Management

Memory management component works on data sets. Packets and applications’ data both need to consume memory storage space. In multi-level hybrid memory subsystem, the utilization of bandwidth and capacity will determine execution speed of applications, especially for memory access intensive services such as IP forwarding and Firewall. Multiple shared
memory layers could be modeled as a 0-1 Knapsack problem, which addresses the question of how to maximize bandwidth utilization within capacity limits for each memory layer.

E. Hardware Accelerator Management

Hardware accelerator management component maps tasks that need services from specific accelerator to underlying hardware. As different accelerators vary greatly in the way of controlling and exchanging data, this component needs to be tuned for each real system.

Above all, implementation of such runtime environment executes in control processor of programming packet processing systems. As the administrative layer of software, runtime environment is able to monitor the activities of applications, therefore attain profiling information. However, in order for the runtime environment to work, it needs to take over the hardware resources management from application. Otherwise individual application may have the power to affect overall system performance. For example, memory leaks in one application may use up all memory resources therefore leaving other applications without enough resources to execute. To address this problem and hide underlying hardware details from applications, a programming interface that remains unique across different programmable packet processing system is necessary.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a discussion about programmable packet processing systems. We have introduced programming abstractions which can not only help the development of network services but also allow quantitative analysis on services workload. Based on these abstractions, we have devised a runtime environment which obtains profiling information at runtime and distribute computation dynamically across available hardware resources. This work presents a design that provides a first step towards a runtime system support for heterogeneous packet processing systems where processing and memory management are considered.
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